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1. Introduction. In the present paper we shall deal with the Fourier integral

theory of the general stochastic processes. A general theory of covariance functions

of a nonstationary process was developed by M. Loève [8], [9] and some detailed

discussions were also given by him on a special process called the harmoniable

process, in which he covered the harmonic representation theorem. A number of

papers dealing with nonstationary processes appeared in connection with noise

theory or the statistical theory of regression (see E. Parzen [10]). H. Cramer [4]

extended the criterion concerning purely indeterministic stationary processes to the

case of harmonisable processes and also gave a decomposition theorem.

Still, it seems to me that very few papers, except those on the very general

mathematical structure like measurability, separability, etc., were devoted to the

study of general nonstationary processes.

The aim of this paper is to develop the Fourier integral theory of the general

nonstationary process X(x, co). Usually x is taken as a parameter which represents

time, but in this paper we do not have to emphasize the time character of the

process, cu represents an element of the given probability field fi.

In fact, we shall prove some theorems which are analogous to those in the

ordinary Ly theory of Fourier transform, such as summability theorems, inversion

formulas for Fourier transforms and the Wiener formula.

It will be of interest to notice that these theorems have some meaning from a

probabilistic point of view. For instance, the summability theorems concerning

stochastic processes will be thought of as the smoothing or filtering of these

processes ; the Wiener formula will turn out to be some type of law of large num-

bers and the inversion formula for Fourier transforms will give the harmonic

representation for the process.

We shall suppose throughout this paper that the stochastic process X(x,co),

— oo<x<oo, coeQ, being a probability field, satisfies the conditions :

(i)    it is measurable and separable,

(ii)   £ | X(x, co) |2 < oo for every x,

(iii)   ¡ba E | X(x, co) \2dx< co for every finite interval (a, b),

(iv) £X(x,co) = Ofor every x and
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(v)   the covariance function

(1.1) p(s,t) = EX(s,co)X(t,co)

is continuous in — co < s, t < co.

Because of (iii), X(x,co) is a function of L2 over every finite x-interval with

probability 1. Also X(x,co) is continuous in the L2-mean for every x, that is,

(1.2) lim E
*-»o

X(x + h,ca) — X(x,co) = 0.

The condition (i) may be deleted based on the continuity condition (1.2) if a measur-

able  and separable modification of X(x,co) is adopted (Doob [5, Chapter 2]).

The integral  ^X(x,co)dx over a finite interval (a, b) is defined in view of (iii).

The integral of X(x, co) over ( — oo, co) is defined as Xx(co), if

(1.3) I/'1 Ja
X(x,co)dx — Xx(co) 0

as A -* — co, B -* co. Xx(co) is uniquely determined with probability   1 and is

described as

(1.4)

or simply

(1.5)

If we suppose that

(1.6)

Xx{co) =       lim X(x,co)dx
A -> - oo , B-> oo JxR

Joo
X(x,ca)dx.

- 00

CO

\p(s,t)\dsdt < oo,

we may define the Fourier transform Y(y9co) of X(x,co) by

Tib /.y** *<*.»>*>••
It is easily seen that TÍJ',«) is continuous for every y and

(1.7) l.i.m.|y(>>,tü) = 0,
|j»|->00

because

E\Y(y + h,œ)-Y(y)\2=      lim       £   -^   í   e~iyx(e -ihx-l)X(x,co)dx
A^>-ao,B->oo       yj{2n)   Ja

(1.8)

-4JÏ
— 00

which converges to zero as h -> 0.

-V(s-í)/--«"*»(«-' - l)(e iht l)p(s,t)dsdt
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The proof of (1.7) is also quite easy.

The Fourier transform 7(v, co) is defined with probability 1 for every y; the

exceptional set of probability 0 may depend on y. Still the Fourier transform

may be thought of as a uniquely defined function of y with probability 1, if the

separable and measurable modification is taken for Yiy,co); this is possible

because Y(y, co) is continuous.

We shall agree to make this convention when it is necessary. The condition (1.6)

which enables us to define Fourier transforms, is, however, inappropriate in many

cases. Spectral analysis with this definition of Fourier transform does not seem

adequate except in some specific cases.

While we shall give some theorems on the Fourier transform above-defined,

we shall consider the generalization of the Fourier transform. As a matter of fact,

we shall give the generalization of the fc-transform to the stochastic case. Particular

attention is paid to the 2-transform in which we have only to impose the condition

00

(1.9) ff   a   |PCÎ;?J      2,  àsdt < oo.JJ    (1 + s2)(l + t2)
— 00

The fc-transform was defined by S. Bochner [2] and is now classical and well

known. The harmonic representation theorem will be given in §6 by using this

type of generalized transform.

2. Some elementary lemmas. It will be convenient to state a few lemmas that

are quite simple and well known, but which are of frequent use in the subsequent

discussions.

Lemma 2.1. If the covariance function p(s,t) of a stochastic process X(x,co)

satisfying (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) in §1, satisfies the condition that

00 oo

(2.1) JJ  I pis, t)fk\s) I dsdt < oo,      IT | pis, t)fî(t) I dsdt < oo ,  k = 1,2
— CO —CO

for some numerical functions f^t) andf2(t), then the integral

{* CO

(2.2) Ykio)=\     Xix,co)fkix)dx,       fc-1,2
J — CO

exists and

-ii(2.3) EYyico)Y2ico)  =   II pis,0/i(s)/2(0 dsdt

— 00

This was already used in deriving (1.9).

In particular, if fit) = e~t,ylyji2n) (fc = 1,2, y being a parameter), then Ykico)

will be the Fourier transform of X(x, co),
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(2.4) v¿ £ X(x,co)e^dx.

This has been defined in §1 under the condition (1.6).

Lemma 2.2.  If f(x) is a numerical function of L2(a,b), — co < a < b < co ar.à

the process XÄ(x,co) which depends on a parameter A is such that

(2.5) l.i.m. XA(x,co) = X(x,co)
A-*co

for almost every x in (a, b) and

(2.6) E\XA(x,co)\2 <M,

M being a constant independent of A and x, then

/» b pb

(2.7) l.i.m.     f(x)XA(x,ca)dx =     f(x)X(x,ca)dx.
A~*oo    Ja Ja

This is immediate in view of Schwarz's inequality, because

\ rb r b i2
E\      f(x) XA (x, co) dx —        f(x)X(x,co)dx

'Ja Ja '

f» b i*b

^        |/(x)|2dx-£       \XA(x,ca)-X(x,co)\2dx.
J a Ja

3. A Fourier integral and an inversion formula for the Fourier transform.    We

shall show the analogous theorem for the process X(x, co) to the ordinary Fourier

single integral theorem.

Theorem 3.1. If the covariance function p(s,t) of the process X(x,co) satisfies

that

OO

(3.1) ff  -l*W)| dsdt < a,
1 JJ    d + |s|)(l + |i|)

— 00

and has a continuous partial derivative d2pjdsdt, then

,*, «N i  • 1      f œ   «•/ -, Sm A(x — ")      j v/ x
(3.2) l.i.m.- X(u,co)- du = X(x,co).

A^ao     n     J-oo •* U

for every x.

Proof. The integral in (3.2) really exists, which is a consequence of Lemma 2.1

and the condition (3.1). Actually

j f           w     .  sinA(x-u) j    2     f        f
E\ X(u,co) -i--du     ^

.     1
p(s + X, t + x)   —

St
dsdt
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which is made as small as we like, taking B large enough. Also

f       sin^.u        2                If          sinu
E X(x, co) -du    = p(x, x) -

J|u|gB     u I  J \u\iAB    u

which is arbitrarily small. Hence the proof is reduced to showing that

J s i n Á u
(3.3) l.i.m.       [X{x + u,co)- X(x,co)'] -du = 0

X->oo    J-fl U

since
s

fB r„. .     _,.     ._ sin Au .    2      /Y,,        . sin^lu    sinAv    ,   ,
La(x + u,co) —a(x,co)J -du    = \\cb(u,v;x)-dudv,

.'_B " JJ u v
-B

where

(3.4) cb(u, v ; x) = Auvp(x, x) = p(x + u, x + v) — p(x + u, x) — p(x, x + v) + p(x, x).

The standard theorem on the two-dimensional Fourier integral (Bochner [2, Chap-

ter IX]) proves (3.3).

In the proof we have appealed to the two-dimensional Fourier integral theorem,

but it is to be noted that the Dirichlet integral over a finite square was involved

which is a much simpler case than the Fourier integral theorem over the whole plane.

If we impose the severe condition (1.6), then the Fourier transform Y(y,co) is

defined and because of Lemma 2.2, we have

V(2
^-   Í   Y(y,co)eixydy = ]- [   eix> dy    l.i.m.
ln>        J-A 2nJ-A C-.-oo.D-oo

,co)e-'uyduÍ X(u,i

1     CD             sin A(u -x)
l.i.m.       —       X(u,co)-   du

=       C->-oo,D->oo     n   Jc u—x

1    f* vf      \  sin A(u-x)
=    —   ;      X(u,co)— —    du.

n   J-oo u — x

Hence Theorem 3.1 leads to

Theorem 3.2. If the covariance function p(s,t) ofX(x,co) satisfies (1.6) and has

a continuous partial derivative, and Y(y,co) is its Fourier transform, then

A^cc     nA271)
W SAeiyXY(y>(aïdy=x(x>(0^(3.4)

for every x.

This is, of course, the inversion formula for Fourier transform.

4. Summability theorems.    We shall discuss the validity of the limit relation

/• 00 /•oo

(4.1) lim A X(x + u,co)K(Au)du =X(x,(o)\     K(u)du.
A-x» J—oo J—ao
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The standard theorem concerning this relation for a numerical function is well

known and found in Bochner [2]. The corresponding theorem for the stationary

process X(t, co) was obtained by the author [7] and quite recently it was genera-

lized by H. Hatori [6].

We shall prove

Theorem 4.1. // the covariance function pis, t) of the process X(x,co) satisfies

00

JJ    (l + |s|)(l + |t|)
— 00

and the bounded function X(x) satisfies that

(4.3) X(x) = 0(|x|_1)   as   |x|->oo

and

(4.4) X(x)eL.(- oo, oo),

then for every x, (4.1) is true.

The proof will be done in the same way as for the case of a numerical function.

Proof. First of all, we have

ly = E\A X(x + u,co)KiAu)du
I J\u\>B

= A2 pix + u,x + v)KiAu)KiAv) dudv
J\v\>B  J\u\>B

which is, in view of (4.2),

|p(x + u,x + v)\
Ú    C\ f " ' "7|   dudv,

vl|i,|>B  J\u\>B \UV\

where C is a constant. Hence for a given e > 0, there exists a B independent of A

such that

(4.5) ly < s.

Next consider, for a positive number <5

I2   = E \A I X(x + u,co)X(/lu)du 2

=   A2 I  \ p(x + u,x + v)K(Au)K(Av) dudv
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where D denotes the domain B ^ | w| 2; ô, B ¿z | v\ ^ <5. There exists a bounded

function h(u, v) over D such that

p(x + u,x + v)Li uv
h(u, v) dudv < Sy,

et being an arbitrary small positive number. We then have

h  Ú   A
; r r \p(x + u,
JdJ uv

X + v)
h(u, v) i<í;X(j4u)X(,4í;)| dudv

+ A2\   J   |n(M,i;)||ui;X(^M)X(^i;)|dMdi;.

Let us write |mX(u)| ^ C¡, \h(u,v)\ zi C2, where Ct and C2 are constants, C2

being dependent on ô and B. The last expression does not exceed

C\
p(x + u,x + v)

h(u,v) dudv + C2B2 if |X(«)X(t;)| dudv,

which  can   be   made   as   small   as  we  like.   In   other words, we can find

A0 — A0(e, Ô, B) so large that if A ^ A0

(4.6) |/2|<£,

for an arbitrary positive s.

Finally,

13 = £ I A Í      X(x + it, co) X (Au) du - X(x, co) K(u) du
J \u]<è J-oo

= 2E\A (       [X(x + u,
J\u\<6

co) — X(x,co)] X(/4u) du

(4-7) • f
+ 2£|X(x,cu)|2L4 KiAu)du

I J\u\iô

= 2A2 \ \        cp(u,v)K(Au)KXAv)dudv + 2p(x,x)\ |X(«)|d«
J\v\<a      J\u\<6 J \u\^AÔ

where cf>iu,v) is A,„,p(x,x) as defined by (3.4).

Since pis, t) is continuous, we can choose ô so small that | epiu,v)\ <e2,E2 being

an arbitrarily small positive number. If we do this, the first term of (4.7) is less than

2e2 i j"!^ I X(u) | du)2. The second term converges to zero as A tends to infinity.

Accordingly, we can find ô and Ay such that for any given b,

(4.8) I, < e,

if^>v4,.

If A0 is supposed to have been determined according to ô chosen above and A

is taken larger than A0 and Ay, then (4.5), (4.6) and (4.8) give
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2

E  A
/•CO .'■00

X(x + u,co)K (Au) du — X(xy co)        K(u) du
J— CO J — CO

^ 3/t + 3/2 + 3/3 < 9e,

which proves the theorem.

In a similar way we may prove

Theorem 4.2.   If the covariance function p(s,t) satisfies (4.2) and also

(4.9) r    |t0|p,, **<«
J-00   (l + |s|)(l + |i|)

for some p > 1, if K(x) eLi( — oo, co) and

f* CO

(4.10) |X(x)|?|x|í_1í/x<oo,
J— 00

where 1/p + ljq = 1, then (4.1) is true for every x.

The corresponding theorem for the ordinary function was obtained by

S. Bochner and S. Izumi [3]. Theorem 4.1 is no more than the case p = 1, q = co

in Theorem 4.2.

A particular case of Theorem 4.1 is

(4.11) lim   —   f X(u,co)%m\f{X ~ ")   du=X(x,co).
A^œ   n  J-,« A(x-u)2

However the condition (4.2) may be relaxed to

00

(4.12) ÍÍ -++^-¡-r- dsdt < oo.
K JJ   (1+ |s|2)(l + |t|2)

— 00

The proof will be done in a quite similar way.

Theorem 4.3. Under the condition (4.12), the relation (4.11) holds for every x.

Another version of (4.10) is

Theorem 4.4. // (¡Tx\p(s,t)\dsdt < oo and Y(y,co) is the Fourier trans-

form of X(x,co), then

<413»       J™7¿ir£(1-1r) e"'nyMdy'Xix-°'
for every x.

5. /c-transform. The generalized Fourier transform of a stochastic process will

be defined in this section although it is well known. The one for the ordinary

function was named fc-transform by S. Bochner [2] who gave an extensive study

about it. The extension to the process will be done in a similar way. In the sub-

sequent sections we only need the case k = 2, namely the 2-transform, but for

convenience we shall give the basic definitions and properties of the fc-transform here.
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Let us suppose that the covariance function p(s, i) of the process X(x, co) satisfies

(5.1) \[ _l^0'.,     **<«>
' JJ   (l + |s|*)(l + |i|*)

— 00

for some positive integer k. In this case the integral

ri^dx
J-xl + \x\«

exists.

If pis, t) is bounded as it is in the stationary case, then it is obvious that (5.1) is

satisfied for k > 1.

We shall now introduce, following Bochner, the function of x,

r,~ Lt(x,a) = ki1(-^-\        |*|£1,
\D-Z) j = 0       J-

= 0, |x| >1,

and define

(5.3) Yk(y,co) =        1      y)m-^ &

which is easily seen to exist, if (5.1) is assumed. Ykiy,co) is called the /c-transform

of Xix,co). Also it is seen to be continuous. In fact, for an arbitrary n, and a

positive A,

AhYkiy,co) =  Ykiy + h,co)- Ykiy,co)

-    i    f      i   .g E-'ïy + *:*3'-[-0"^wTmw,x
"   V(2«)    JnsiÖ^    & 7! ^'^

(5-4) 1       if f       le-'*^"1"'')- g -"y
+ -77T-T + -?-7-^k—Xix,co)dx

V(27r)   ILè|x|>1 J|*|>J (-w)*

=     u2jy   I        Pjíx.^Xíx.taídx

+ ̂ ?W(Í +í      }p2(.x,y)Xix,co)dx

= Iy+I2 + I3

say. Now we have the estimates

(5.5) | Pyix, v) | = 0(A),   | P2(x, y) | = o(Ä)       (| x | > 1)

and \P2(x,y)\ Ú Oi\x\~k)      (|x|>l)

where 0 and o may depend on y and /4.
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We then have

E\AhYk(y,co)\2 ^3(E\IX\2 + E\I2\2 + E\I3\2)

and using Lemma 2.1 and (5.5) we obtain

E|/i|2= Pixi,x2)P1(x1,y)P1ix2,y)dx1dx2
J|*,|ál J |*2|gl

= 0(h2) = o(l)   as n -> 0.

Similarly, E112 \2 = o(l) if A is fixed and h tends to zero. Also

|p(*i>*2)1
'\x.\tAJ\x2\ÏA \xi\

E\l3\2ï( f l^'^l dxxdx2

which is made as small as we like, if A is taken large enough. These considerations

prove the continuity of Yk(y, co).

If the two processes, for both of which the condition (5.1) is true with the same k,

have the identical k-transform, then the processes must be identical.

This statement is proved the same way as the analogous theorem for the

ordinary fc-transform. Namely, taking the fcth difference of Yk(y,co)

(5.6) A\Yk(y,co)  =   Z ( - TV ( k\r¿y + k -j),
j = o \J/

we obtain

(5.7) AkxYk(y,co) = ^y J^ {-^j   X*°»-**<

which is the Fourier transform of

¡e~u —1\*
Xx(x,ca) = I-;—I   X(x,co)

for which the covariance function is integrable. The inversion formula (4.13) in

Theorem 4.4 shows that Xx(x,co) is uniquely determined which, in turn, means

that X(x,co) is determined by its fc-transform.

Let us call the stochastic process of the form

Z a„(co)yn
n=0

a polynomial process of degree fc, where a„(co) is a random variable. Since the

(fc + l)th difference of such a process is identically zero, the following statement

is true.

If the k-transforms of two stochastic processes for both of which (5.1) is true,

are equal to each other up to a polynomial process of degree k — 1, then the

original processes are identical.
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We now define the derivative dY/dy = Y\y,co) by

,.„>                       ,.       1 . v,      y      ,.     T(y + h,co)- Yiy,co)
(5.8) hm — AhYix,co) = hm —--r-——-

/i->0    " /i->0 "

when it exists and the successive derivatives Y(k)(y,co) by dY(k~l)jdy, k = 2,3, •••.

Now if we suppose that the covariance function of X(x, co) satisfies the condition

yy ipo,o|((5.9) |p(s,0|dsdf< oo,

— 00

then (5.1) is obviously satisfied for every positive integer k so that the fe-transform

Yk(y,co) exists. In case it is seen that the kth derivative of Yk(y,co) exists and

(5.11) Ylk\y,co) = Y(y,co)

where Y(y, co) is the Fourier transform of X(x, co).

In order to prove this, it is sufficient to show that the derivative of Yk(y,co) is

Yk-y(y,co) under the condition (5.9).

We see that

J = -^K~Yk(y,co) - Yk_y(y,co)

=     in„\ P(x,y)X(x,co)dx

+ ̂ t( f +     Í       ) Q{x,y)X(x,eo)dx
V-.Z7lV \ Ja^\x\>i J\x\>aJ

=    J y  + J 2  + J 3,

say, where

F<*y)-*    £<-*>'&+#->'

(5.10)

and

-foc)*  jZk     j\ h

_i__    f   (-W
(-ix)*-»    }.tx J

= OQi)       for |x|g 1,

ß(*>v)  = tAz^T Ue~ix(y+h) ~ e~ix") -
i-ix)k  h v '      (-ix)';-i

(5.11) = OiAh)      for A^\x\>l,

(5.12) = 0(1) for A<\x\.

From these estimates we have
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E\Jx\2í^-¡        f       \p(s,t)\\P(s,y)P(t,y)\dsdt

= 0(h)

E\j2\2^-±-( f \P(s,t)\\Q(s,y)Q(t,y)\dsdt
2n  Jlá\s\£AJ 1SKIS/1¡1*1

g OL42/i2)

and

£|j3|2^-^-f f | PC*, 011 ß(s, j') ß (í, >) | rfsrfi

= OÍ   f f       |p(s,í)|dsdí).
\   J\s\iA  J\t\ÍA !

So £|J3|2 is arbitrarily small if A is taken large enough, while £|^i|2 and

£ \J2\2 converge to zero as n converges to zero, A being kept fixed as such. Hence

E\j\2 ú 3 ~L\e\ Jj\2 is made arbitrarily small for sufficiently small h which

proves the required result.

6. Representation theorem.    We shall discuss the spectral representation of a

stochastic process for which the covariance function p(s, t) satisfies the condition

00

(«) J/ (1+1*i"hU *-"<°°-
— oo

First of all we shall introduce the integral

(6.2) f    ¡" f(t)d2Y(x,co)
Ja    Ja

for any measurable, separable and continuous process Y(x, co) and for any function

f(t) such that f"(t) is bounded and continuous in [a, b~] and

f(a)=f'(a)=0.

The integral (6.2) is defined as

(6.3) f(b) Y(b, co) - 2 f f'(u) Y(u, co)du+ f     f /"(x) Y(x, co) dx du.
Ja Ja     Ja

This type of integral is, of course, known and is obtained formally by integration

by parts applied to (6.2) with y"(x,co) dx instead of d2Y(x,co). See, for instance,

Bochner [2].

As a matter of fact, what we actually need in this section is the integral of the type

(6.4) f    f" f(x)d2Y(x,co),
J 0   J-u
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which is similarly defined by

A2{/( -T)Yi- T,co)} - 2 J"   A2J"i - x) Y(- x,co)dx

+ JI     /'WT(x,oj)dxdti,
where Jo •'""

A2T{fi -T)Yi- T,coy]  = /(T) Y(T,co) - 2/(0) 7(0,«) +/( -T)Y(- T,co),

«W/'( - x)7(-x,oj)} = /'(x)y(x,oj)-/'( -x)Y(- x,co),

in which we do not have to place the condition of vanishing of/(x) at either of the

integration limits 0 and T.

In particular, we have

f    f " eiyx d2Y<y,co)du = h\{e~iTxYi - T, co)}
Jo    J-u

(6.6) -2ix   f  A2ye-iyxY(-y,co)dy

+ (ix)2 f   f    eí3,xy(y,(ü)dydM.
J Oj -u

Then the following representation theorem is a simple consequence of Theorem 4.3.

Theorem 6.1. If X(x,co)  is a  stochastic process  with covariance function

p(s,t)for which (6.1) is true, then it is true that

(6.7) lim  1 f     f e^d2T2(y,o))=X(x,(ü)
r-»oo   •   Jo   J —h

for every x where Y2iy,co) is the 2-transform o/X(x,cu).

Proof. Write

(,8) ^.L^J0f>.
The 2-transform becomes

1       f00iiy, a) =    jñjx J     X(s, oj) cb iy, s) ds.

Inserting this into (6.6) in place of Yiy,co) yields that the integral on the left-

hand side of (6.7) is

(6.9) -1- -i y °° X(T, s ; x) X (s, cu) ds

where
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K(T,s;x) = eiTxcb(T,s) + e-iTxcb(-T,s)-2cP(0,s)-2ix j cb(y,s)eiyxdy

+ 2ix f   cb(-y,s)e-iyxdy-x2  f    f <b(y,s)dydu
J0 Jo    J-u

4sin2(T(s-x)/2)

(s- xY

Hence (6.9) turns out to be

sin2(T(s - x)/2)H' X(s,io)ds,
(s - x)2T/2

which, in view of Theorem 4.3 converges to X(x,co) for every x.

7. Harmonizable processes. There is another case where some representation

theorem is available ; that is, the case where the corresponding covariance function

admits the representation

OO

(7.1) P(s,t)=    ffe'*-'■'"d2F(£,W),

where F((;, n) is a function of bounded variation over R2. Such a process was

named by M. Loève [8], [9] a harmonizable process and basic properties

concerning it have been investigated by him.

For the sake of completeness we shall pick up here one of his results in con-

nection with the generalized transform.

Although the covariance function p(s, t) of a given process X(x, co)  for which

(7.1) is true does not necessarily satisfy the condition (5.1) with fc = 1, still the

following symmetric 1-transform

(7.2) Urn  -z^-r   f * — f^'*} X(x,«)dx = Y*(y,co)
r-.oo    y/{2n)   J-T - IX

is proved to exist for every y. For, after some familiar manipulation, we see,

writing

e~ÍyX-L^x)X(x,co)dx
S|x|ST' — 'X

-J
"I g-tfX

-X(x,co)dx,       T'>T>1,
/Táixisr   — ix

that
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..     £|/T,r,|3=4yy dFii^ff ™*(y-v™<(y->i)dsdt
— 00

which converges to zero as T and T' tend to infinity.

Now we define the integral

(7.3) f eiyxdY*iy,co) = eiTxY*iT,co) - e~iTx 7f( - T) - ix  f   Y*iy)eiyx dy.
J-T J-T

Then we have

Theorem 7.1. For every x

(7.4) lim  -L-z   [  eiyxdY*iy,co) = X(x,cu).
t-»oo   y/(2n) J-T

This was obtained by M. Loève. The proof will be outlined here using our

definition of the integral. Using Lemma 2.2 in order to exchange the order of

integration and noting that

eiTxepiT,s) - e-iTxcbi -T,s)- ix j ¿**<piy,s)dy  = j   e<** ̂ piy,s)dy

„. sin T(x — s)
= 2i--,

x — s

where epiy,s) = ie~iys — Lyiy,s))H — is), we see that

1 fT   iyxJV*r        , 1      f00 Sin T(X-S)    _,       ,,J = -——       e'yx dYy*iy,co) = — -S-'—Xis,co)ds,
\f(2n)  J_T n   J-x      x-s

and also

£|J-X(x,cu)|2 =£ l.i.m.—   f    SU1 T(X ~ S) [X(s,co) - Xix,m)] c
71    J -A X — S

A

f   fr ,    .       .     .        ,    ,      ,     ,-. sin T(x - s) sin T(x - i)     ,,
= hm [p(s,0-p(s,x)-p(x,0+p(x,x)] -v-Y     ,        dsdt

A-»ooJ     J X       S X       I
-A

°o

(7-5) = ¿   y[  d2Fit,n)elx«^'2

lim  f
4-»oo J —/

lsi/2   sin (s — x)£j   sin Tis — x)

2 s — x

i

Ä   itn¡2 sin(í — x)n sin T(í — x)

¿-»oo  J  -A 2 í — X

= o,
because
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lim f V2 sin(s:x)¿ sinT(s~x)

/i-*oo J — A 2 s — x

= ei4x  f    (ei2sinX sin (sTI¿;)lx\dX,     £ # 0,

= 0, í=0,

which converges to 0 boundedly if T goes to infinity and the same thing is true for

the other integral in (7.5).

8. Covariances of Y2(y, co) and Y*(y, co). We have shown that any non-

stationary process, under a very general condition, admits the spectral represen-

tation in terms of Y2(y,co). We shall, in this section, find the covariance function of

Y2(y, co) and also of Y*(y, co), the representation of a harmonizable process.

As we did before, we suppose that

oo

\p(s,t)\
dsdt < oo.

(1 + s2)(l + t2)]

It will be convenient to think of the covariance of the difference of Y2(y, co) of

the second order

(8.2) A272(y -h,co) = Y2(y + n, co) - 2Y2(>>,co) + Y2(y - h,co)

which is immediately seen to be

1       f" , sin2(/i/2)x  _,
i^jT- X(x,co)    tvl^2    e  m dx.

Vf» J-oo  v ' '   (x/2)

Writing

EA2Y2(u — h,co)A2kY2(v — k,co) = p(u,v;h,k;A2Y2),

we find

(8.3) p(U,ti;n,fc;A2y2) =

1    ÍÍ n(. .a sin2«(x/2) sin2k(yl2)^iux+lvyS JJ **>y)-W2T ~(yWe dxdy
— 00

and in particular the variance p(u, u ; h, h ; A2 Y2) of A2 Y2(y — h, co) is

of

Next we shall compute the covariance function

p(u,t>;n,fc;Ayî) = EAhYx*(u - h¡2,co)AkY*(v - fc/2,co)
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(8.5) AhY?iy,co) =  Yfiy + h/2,eo) - Y?iy - h\2,eo),

where Y* is the process in the harmonic representation of a harmoniza ble process,

given in the preceding section. It is immediate that

piu,v;h,k;AhYy)= — J    Pix^f^T^
12) sin kjyß)

0/2)
- iiíx + ít>j>dxdy

= iii^i:r-*"W**

I Kn.,y, sinkjy/2)

0/2)   ^

= 2njJDhl2(¿;-u)Dkl2(r,-v)dF(í:,n),

where

D¿z) - 1,

1~ 2'

= 0,

|z|<A,

1*1«*
|z|>A.

Hence we finally have

(8.6) p(u,v;h,k;AYy*) = 2n[F(u + ñ/2,e + fc/2) - £(w + n/2,t> - fc/2)

- £(« - n/2, p + fc/2) + Fiu - n/2, u - fc/2)]

if the four points (u ± n/2, t; ± fc/2) are continuity points of £(£,»).

The  variance  p(u,u;h,h;AYx)  is  the  difference  of F((;,n)  in  the  square

|i-«|S*/2»|?-«|Si*/2.
From this it is easily seen from (8.6) that if the difference

A2Fii,n) = £(£2 ,n2) - Fiti.HÔ ~ Hti.nù + Fim,n2)

over the rectangle ¿Ji. á <£ á Í2 > ̂ í á f ^ ffa which is completely contained in the

e\, n domain

A  a
h      k(8.7) >L

is zero, then the covariance function p(w, v;h,k;AY*f) is zero in the domain in the

u, v plane

u       v
>2.
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If the process X(x, co) is stationary in the wide sense, namely, the corresponding

p(s, t) is a function only of the difference s - t, then, as is well known, it admits

the harmonic representation

f e ,(S"'K dF(Ç),

where F(¿;) is a bounded nondecreasing function and so is the harmonizable

process where the whole mass of the corresponding F(c;, n) is concentrated on the

line { = n. So the variation of F{Ç, n) is zero over every closed rectangle in the

domain £ — tf I > 0, because in (8.7) h = fc can be taken arbitrarily small. Hence

the covariance function p(u,v;h,k;AYx) vanishes if (u — h/2, u + n/2) and

(v — fc/2, v + fc/2) have no common point. This is, of course, a basic property

of the stationary process.

9. A two-dimensional Wiener formula.   In the subsequent section, we shall

deal with the limit value of

(9.1) 2t"   f   *(*•">) «**•

In doing this, we shall need the following two-dimensional Wiener formula in

Theorem 9.1. It will also be of some interest of its own.

Theorem 9.1. Suppose that K(x,y) is a function such that

| X(x, y) | dxdy < co,ifl
o

d K(x,y)jdxdy exists and is integrable over every finite interval and there exists

a constant C such that

(9.2) (l + x2)(ll+y2)|X(x,j;)|^C      forOúx,y<*>.

If a given function f(x, y) satisfies the condition that

(9.3) lim     JL   f     f f(x,y)dxdt = ,
r,r->oo  1 À    Jo    Jo

exists no matter how T and 7" tend to infinity and

(9.4) YY, jo   jo \f(x,y)\dxdy^D

m

for any T, T > 0, where D is a constant, then
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CO CO

(9.5) lim     (( /(--) K(x,y)dxdy = m (i K(x,y)dxdy.

o o

It will be convenient to state the following lemma.

Lemma 9.1. If (9.3) is satisfied for any T, T' > 0, then

(9 6) C  f '_\1{^_dxdy <_^_
Ja-   Ja   (1 + o¡2x2)(l + aV) = «2(1 + olA)(1 + *A')

where a is any positive constant and A, A' > 0.

Proof. Write

(9.7) \f(x,y)\dx = Q>(u,y),jU\f(x,y)

f   i   l/(x,
Jo   ■'

(9.8) j   \f(x,y)\dxdy = "V(u,v).
Jo  ■'

Now a repeated applicatio    o    ntegration by parts shows  for  0 ^ A < B

0<A'<B'

f r_\j
Ja-  Ja (1 + «2x

\f(x,y)\
dxdy

2)(l + a2y2)

< l        r «*>*  dy + 2a2  f    dy       f     X^X'y)  dx
=  1 + a2B2JA, 1 + a2y2   y 1-1 + «V Ja  (1 + <*2*2)2

<¥(B,B') 2a2 rB'  yV(B,y)

-  (1 + a2B2)(l + a2B2)      1 + a2B2 JA. (1 + <x2y2)2    y

JA   (1 + a2x2)2     JA,  1 + <x2y2

V(B,B') 2a2        FfVjB,y)     ^
TZrSi J    ti , .i„M dy

(1 + ct2B2)(l + tx2B'2)       l+a2B2  JA. (l + a>2y2)2

2a2 CB    x*¥(x,B')

+   1 + oi2B'2  JA   (1 + a2x2)2

j4fs x .    fB'  y^(x,y)      ,
+  4a 7TT-^-^2dx        A 2        il   **>

J¿  (l+a2x2)2      J^ (l + a2y2)2

Because of (9.4), the last expression does not exceed
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(1 + a2B2)(l + a2B'2)

2a2B     rB' y2

+  1 + a2B2 JA.   (1 + a2y2)2     V

DBB'_ 2a2B      CB'      _f
■ a2B'2) +  1 + a2B2 JA.   (1 + a3

2DB'a2      CB x2
+ -T-.—TTy-rr ti—.—ï-^-ydx

2DB'a2      C

1 + oc2B'2  Ja\A     (1 + a2x2)

rB       x2 rB       y2
+ 4Da4 .--  ,.-  dx -r.—   ,  .., dy

JA   (1 + a2x2)2       JA.  (1 + a2y2)2

DBB' AB

(l + a2£2)(l + a2£'2)        (1 + a2£2)(l + a2 A)

4DB'_ 16D

(l+oc2B'2)(l+aA)      a2(l + <xA)(l + «A')

360

- a2(l + ocA)(l + oiA')

which proves the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 9.1. It is mentioned that the integral on the left side of (9.5)

exists, because of the lemma. Now we shall prove (9.5). We may suppose that

m = 0 without loss of generality and we are going to prove

00

(9.9) lim   jjfil,Z\ Kix,y)dxdy = 0.

o

Now we split this integral into several parts

/» a    pa pa  nA        ¡*A  /» a pA pA ¡»A   /»oo        /»go /» A        /» oo /» oo

Jo   Jo        Jo Ja        Ja   Jo Ja J a Jo   Ja        Ja  Jo Ja   Ja

=   I y  + I2  + I3  + h  + 15  + h  + h

say, where A > 1 > a > 0.

First of all, we have, because of (9.3), that

l'7| =
A

¡S \f(~í'J¿)K{x'y)\dxdy

OO

a n if(;^l 22, dudv.
il +£2U2)(1 + E2V2)

Aje

Using Lemma 9.1, we see that

36CD
J,  SS'7

(1 + A)2 "
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For a given small number ô > 0, we can find A so that

(9.10) \lt\<6.

In a similar way

i, j < ce2 r rJííU- 3:3-^
J*CO        /»^

ii/e JoJo      (1 + e2u2)(l + e2t>2) - 1 + A'

A can be taken such that

(9.11) |/6|<5

is also true.

In the same way, we also have

(9-12) [/.I **£><«.

In handling the remaining integrals, we shall introduce the functions

FÁU>y) - i'fc Í)dx>
and

Gt(u,v) =  I   Ft(u,v)dv.
Jo

Now the repeated application of integration by parts shows that

= £   F,(a,y)K(a,y)dy - j    j' F(x,y) ^K(x,y)dxdy

(9.13) = G,(a, A)K(a, A) - G ¿a, a)K(a, a) -  f  f F(x, y)  ^X(x, y) itydx

« G/a,4)K(«,i4)-G/a,c)ir(a,a)--  f   Gc(x,A) %-KLx,y)       dx
Jo Sx ymA

+ f G^fl>¿*M,./* + SlÜGÁX'y)^y-Kix'y)dydx

Now we recall that, owing to (9.5),

(9.14) Gt\(u,v)\i%Duv
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for every pair of u and v while D is a constant independent of e and also,  or a

given arbitrarily small ô > 0 there exists e0 such that if e ^ e0,

(9.15) \Gt(u,v)\z%uv

provided    u > a > 0, v > a > 0, e0 being  independent   of  u   and   v,   but   de-

pendent on a.

Since, in view of (9.3), (9.14),

(9.16)

(9.17)

(9.18)

(9.19)

and

(9.20)

G£a,A)K(a,A)\

\GE(a,a)K(a,a)\

<DaA
(l + a2)(l + ^.2)

CDa~A~'

A)-^K(x,A)dx
ox\Í"gs(x,

1J o

i r s
GE(x,a) — X(x,a)dx

I J0 dx

^ CDa2,

<DA

<Da

I * I lK(x-

i'*\Jo      '

A)

K(x,a)

dx,

dx,

l GÂX,
1 JO   Ja

y)
Bxôy

X(x,y)dydx z%D   \   xdx   \
Jo Jo dxdy

K(x,y) dy,

the right side of (9.16) is made to be less than ö if A is taken large enough and then

a is taken so small that (9.17)-(9.20) are very small.

Hence we have

(9.21)

Likewise, we have

(9.22)

It is easy to get

(9.23)

|/3|«5.

\l2\<3.

\h\<s
if a is small enough.

Finally we shall deal with 74. Now integration by parts again shows

I\ = GciA,A)KiA,A)-GBiA,a)KiA,a)-Geia,A)Kia,A) + Gc(a, a)X(a, a)

leiA,y)^-yKiA,y)dy+ j^  GJ,a,y) Ax(a,y)dy

'A 3 f A

-   f   Gt(x,A)-^K(x,A)dx+ [   Glx,a) yK(x,a)dx

+   f   f     Ge(x,
Ja   Ja

K(x,y)dxdy .
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Now A and a axe taken so that all of (9.10), (9.11), (9.12), (9.21), (9.22) and

(9.23) are true. Then we let z tend to zero. Since all the terms of 74 above involve

Ge, we see that, because of (9.15),

lim sup | /41 =0.
e-»0

Now, we have

lim sup |/| ^ 65,
e-*0

which proves the theorem.

10. Wiener formula for stochastic processes and a law of large numbers.   We

shall deal with the limit value of

1   CT
(10.1) l.i.m. —        X(x,co)dx.

r->oo  T  J0

The existence of this limit is assured if it is assumed for the covariance function

p(s, t) of X(x, co) that

(10.2)3 lim       J-   f     f   p(s,t)dtds
S-» oo , T-> oo    " 1     Jo      Jo

exists and has the same value no matter how S and T tend to infinity.

We agree that (10.2) implies, for instance, that

1   fS fT
lim  — p(s,t)dtds

T->co     T Jo Jo

exists for every S and

S-»oo   T-»oo   ST

i r r
lim lim  -^f, p(s,t)dtds

J o Jo

exists. The same holds if the order of the limits is interchanged. Notice that the

limit value (10.2) is always real. The above fact follows immediately, since, writing

1    CT
MT(co)= —       X(x,co)dx,

(10.3)

|MT(co)- MT,(co)\2 = 1  jj p(x,y)dxdy

+ j72 11 p(*. y) dxdy - Yf7 R\ J   p(x'y^dxdy
0

which converges to zero as T -> co, T' -»• oo in an arbitrary manner.
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We denote

(10.4) l.i.m. MT(co) = M(co).
r-»oo

We shall now prove

Theorem 10.1. 7/(10.2) exists no matter how S and T may tend to infinity and

(10.5) f   f   \p(x,y)\dxdyz^DST
Jo Jo

for every S, T > 0, D being a constant and if, moreover, K(x) is a differentiable

function such that

(10.6) (l4-x2)|X(x)|^C      /or0^x<oo,

C being a constant,

/» OO

(10.7) |X(x)|dx<oo,

and X'(x) is integrable over every finite interval, then

(10.8) l.i.m. f    X (—, co)K(x)dx = M(co)   f    X(x)dx.
e-0   JO \ e / Jo

Proof. First of all we shall notice that the integral on the left side of (10.8) really

exists for every s > 0. In fact

B

E I Í X (—, co ) K(x) dx    =   ff    pi—, ̂ \K(x)KX~y) dxdy

Scjf^..í.)^..»(¿.)
A

owing to (10.6) and Lemma 9.1.

Next we shall show, writing

f(x, y) = E [X(x, co) - Mico)-] [X(y, co) - Af(©)]

that

(10.9) lim     4f Í   Í    fix,y)dxdy=0
s-»oo,r-»oo •3i  Jo Jo

and

(10.10) -^ yo y      |/(x, y) I dxdy z% Dx

where Dx is some constant independent of S and T.

(10.9) immediately follows from

(10.11) £|M(co)|2 m.
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(10.12) lim  —   f   EX(x,co)M(co)dx = m,
s->oo     s     Jo

where

lim      — p(x,y)dxdy = m.
•co,T->oo   ^1      Jo   JoS-+co,T->oo

(10.11) will be verified in the following way.

£|M(co)|2 = EM(co)M(co)

=   lim   lim   £   í-^-      X(x,co)dx ■  —      X(x,co)dy)
S->oo    T-»oo W    Jo ■'Jo /

=    lim lim — p(x,y)dxdy =
s-»» r->oo "•»   Jo     Jo

m.

(10.12) is also very easy to prove.

The proof of (10.10) is not difficult either, (10.5) being used.

With these preparations, the proof of (10.8) is now immediate, by Theorem 9.1

because
2

£  '

(10.13)

f x(—,co\K(x)dx-M(co) f   X(x)dx

CO

=  jj/(f> 7") K(x)Kíy)dxdy

K(x, y) = K(x)K(y) satisfies the condition in Theorem 9.1, and hence  (10.13)

converges to zero because of (10.9) as e -> 0.

Considering X( — x, co) instead of X(x, co) we have the following :

Theorem 10.2. Let us suppose that

r s
p(x, y) dxdywir1 à  Jo    Jo

converges as S->oo, T-*oo and also as S-* — co, T->oo in an arbitrary

manner and
'T   fS

^sío io \f*-x>y)\dxdy^DTS

for S > 0, T > 0 and for S < 0, T < 0 as well. Also, suppose that X(x) is a

differentiable function of Lx( — co, oo), xX'(x) is integrable over every finite

interval and satisfies

(1 + x2) | X(x) | g C,        - oo < x < oo,

C being a constant. Then we have
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(10.14) lim    f '   x(—,co\Kix)dx=Myico)   f    X(x)dx,
E-»0 J-00 \    ̂  / J-00

where

i   rT
(10.15) Myico)=  lim   — Xix,co)dx.

r-»oo    -¿^   J-T

Notice that the limit in (10.15) exists under the conditions of the theorem.

We also mention that the definition of Mxico) in (10.15) may be replaced by

I    CT 1    f°
M yico) =   lim—       X(x,cu)dx+ lim   — X(x,co)dx.

T-x^1    Jo T'-*a>   ¿1     J-T-

As a particular case of this theorem, we have, under the conditions on p(x, y),

1    rx sin2fx
(10.16) lim— Xix,co)-— dx=Miico).

e->0 K     J-co X

Now let us suppose

(10.17) f    f     \pix,y)\dxdy^D\ST\
Jo Jo

for every — oo < S, T < co. It is then easy to see from Lemma 9.1 that

rn    'y'    2,axdy<œ.
J-„(l + x2){x + y2)

Hence we may define the 2-transform Y2(y, co) of X(x, co). We obtain

A2 Y2( - £, co) =  Y2(8, co) - 2Y2(0, co) + Y2( - 8, co)

1        f" ,4 sin2 (ex/2)

In view of (10.16), we have

lim T-lkr\^Y¿ - e'w) = Mi((°)-
c_o £yj(2n)

In other words, we get

Theorem 10.3. Let us suppose that

—   I pix,y)dxdy

converges as S -* co, T -> co and as S -+ — oo, T -> oo and (10.17) ¡s true for every

pair of real numbers S and T. Then
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(10.18)    lim L- f   X(x,co)dx = lim-^— \_Y2(b,co)-2Y2(0,co) + Y2(-e,o>)] ,
r-ooZJ J_T e^0Ey/(2n)

where Y2(y,co) is the 2-transform of X(x,co) which exists and (10.18) means that

both ¡sides exist and are equal to each other.
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